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To keep my daughter entertained on our RV road trip, I decided to put together a fun road trip binder
chock-full of printables and activities! I've been so excited to get this all put together so that I can share it with
all of you. If you're planning on taking a vacation anytime soon (and even if ...
Road Trip Binder with Free Printables | artsy-fartsy mama
I got in an itchy mood for a better plan yesterday and spent some making this daily planning sheet. I'm not
one for a day planner or a calendar per se, but I love daily sheets like this and they always make my day go
better. I like to fill it out the night before so that I start my day with a plan. I slip mine into dry erase pockets
and use a dry erase marker so that I am not wasting a piece ...
Daily Planning Sheet - Mother's Niche
A perfectly pale interior with Nordic influences - eclectic - spaces - amsterdam - Louise de Miranda Ce que
les autres membres en pensent "Christmas decorating - handmade stick star and white X-mas lights by
Louise de Miranda"
LE SCRAP DE NATH (lescrapdenath) on Pinterest
In Chapter 4 of Listen To Your Gut, I write about the dangers of Teflon-coated (and other non-stick coated)
pots and pans and give you all the data on why we shouldnâ€™t use them.. Well, following is an interesting
article from the New York Times, written by someone else who heard about the dangers of Teflon and set out
to test a number of different pans to see which one worked best and was ...
Alternatives To Teflon Frying Pans - Listen To Your Gut
Two of my all-time favorite GIMP artists are Quoom and Kelderek, and I was pleasantly surprised to see them
frequent this forum! Another one that I really like (and have purchased his 2 comics) is
[skatingjesus.deviantart.com] - I actually wanted to post one of his pictures in this post but then I stopped
myself because I am not sure if it would be ethical... although most of his work is free.
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